
 
 

 
 

 
 

Zagreb Workshop logistical information 
 
The Workshop will take place at Hotel Antunović in Zagreb, Zagrebačka Avenija 
100A.  
The hotel website is http://www.hotelantunovic.com/ 
Google Maps link is here https://goo.gl/maps/xf1SoXo31Dt 
 
Accommodation Hotel Antunović offers excellent accommodation and we have 
obtained discounts for our participants, reservation form you can find in attachment).  
 
You can contact them here: 
Web: http://www.hotelantunovic.com/ 
Email: rezervacije@hotelantunovic.com 
Phone: +385 (0)1 2041 201 
 

 
 
Also, Trip advisor and Booking can help you find hotels in Zagreb. 
 
General info about Zagreb:  

http://www.infozagreb.hr/about-zagreb/basic-facts 
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Travelling 
Zagreb is accessible using the following options: 
 
Airplane - Airport – FRANJO TUĐMAN AIRPORT http://www.zagreb-airport.hr/en 
 
Road – When behind the wheel drivers must always have their driving licence, traffic 
licence and green card with them. Standard laws apply such as compulsory use of a 
seat belt and no mobiles except hands-free. Maximum blood alcohol level for drivers 
over 24 is 0.05 mils. The speed limit in urban areas is 50 km/ph unless otherwise 
marked, 80 km/ph on secondary roads and 130 km/ph on highways. As they say, 
leave sooner, drive slower, live longer. 
Find a route using Google maps or Viamichelin.  
 
Train - Find a route using https://prodaja.hzpp.hr/en 
 
If you come by plane, you can take a taxi to the hotel or public transport.  
If you take a taxi. The taxi stand for arriving passengers will be available at the 
Passenger Terminal, located in the vicinity of the Ground Floor, Arrivals level of the 
Terminal. Follow signs for Taxi. 
If you take public transport, you can find ZET Bus. Within the 19 kilometres long route 
it will cover two tariff zones and will stop at total of 20 stations.  Departures are 
scheduled every 35 minutes. Detailed schedule you can find: http://www.zagreb-
airport.hr/en/passengers/to-from-the-airport/by-zet-bus/431 
Tickets are bought with cash only at kiosks or from bus driver. 
 
Some things to do, if you have more time before or after the workshop, can be found 
here:  
https://www.visitzagreb.hr/ 
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g294454-Activities-
Zagreb_Central_Croatia.html 
 
 
Currency  
The Croatian currency is the Kuna (not the Euro!) 
 

 EUR  USD  GBP AUD  CAD  BAM CHF RSD  HUF 

 1 HRK 0.13460 0.15355 0.11865 0.21336 0.20371 0.26326 0.15255 15.9345 42.8002 

Inverse: 7.42927 6.51275 8.42826 4.68694 4.90899 3.79852 6.55504 0.06276 0.02336 

 
https://www.xe.com/currency/hrk-croatian-kuna 
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